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125 Stein Lane, Lewisburg 

by 

Douglas and Mary Candland1 
 

 We moved into our home in 1968.  Over the nearly half century since then 
it has been our family homestead and center of our personal and professional 
lives.  The house dates to the very late 18th century or, perhaps, very early 19th 
century.   
 The present house is, both by legend and supportive documents, a two-
story, four-room structure of log construction based on a foundation of stone first 
recognized in the tax rolls of 1796.  The ownership of the property changed hands  

                        
                             125 Stein Lane, north side 
 
several times through 1805 leaving uncertainty as to who lived on the property, 
exactly when a dwelling was constructed, and the name of the builder.  (The 
Appendix traces the deeds, owners, and tax rolls.) 
 It appears that the home was built for two families, as the rooms on each 
side are symmetrical to the other side in size, stair construction,2 and fireplace 

                                            
1 With gratitude to Sally Smith and Margaret Loughead who knew the house and its 
reconstructions well and who were interviewed for this project. 
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placement.  Enclosed stairs curve from the first to second floor on each side. 
Remnants of a wall can be seen on the floorboards between the two units.  Two 
front doors face north from a porch built under the roof in the Maryland style, as 
opposed to the porch being added to the house.  Each room had a large fireplace 
and plank floors.  A summer kitchen, built 20 feet from the house, contained an 
eight-foot fireplace, a design characteristic of homes built from 1790 onward, a 
warming bin embedded in the fireplace brickwork, and meat curing closets on 
either side.  

       
       Original cooking hearth, Summer Kitchen 
 
  The area between the house and summer kitchen, now the dining room, 
was enclosed, probably around 1860-1870, and included an indoor kitchen and 
pantry.  A third enclosed stairway goes to a beamed room above the summer 
kitchen, now a bedroom, but perhaps an early hayloft, as suggested by a picture 
taken c. 1860-1870. 

                                            
2 At a time unknown, one fireplace was closed in order to make room for a straightforward 
stairway between the two floors. Tax rolls describe a fire damaging the area in the early 1800s and 
some slight smoke damage can be seen in a closet formed under the stairway. 
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 In the 1920s, a garage was added on the south side of the house.  In time 
this garage area became a surgery for a veterinarian and, later, an obstetrician.  
In the 1990s, a kitchen, dining area, and a sitting area and fireplace (gas) were 
added on the west side, providing a clear view of the landscaping and patio. The 
landscaping includes a red oak whose size suggests that it dates to the time of the 
civil war.  What was originally a porch on the east side was closed in with large 
windows in 1960. 
 The chief archaic features of the house include 6 x 9 paned windows 
(which also appear in an 1860-1870s picture of the house), exposed beamed 
ceilings in the original rooms and the summer kitchen, and original fireplaces,  
one of which shows signs of reconstruction.3 4 5 In the late 18th century, the tax 
rolls refer to the structure as a “cabin.” 
 Critical to understanding when and by whom the two-story, four-room 
home was constructed is the supposition that the “cabin” was built with great 
architectural and structural care, as if the house was intended to serve several 
present and succeeding generations.  The choice of woods, window construction, 
door design, and symmetry suggest that the house was not regarded as a 
temporary shelter.  
 These data suggest the naming and describing of three periods of 
ownership.  During the first, the Revolutionary War period, deeds to the land 
were given to Philadelphia residents.  Was this for service during the war?  In any 

                                            
3 A photograph, taken evidently in the 1860s-1870s, shows male members of what is probably the 
Stein family seated on the north porch. The photo shows the house much as it is today with the 
major exception that the original summer kitchen and room above looks as if the room above was 
used as a hayloft. The background shows modern-day Linntown as an apple orchard. The Steins 
were apple farmers and, during the civil war, raised pigs for the Union military. 
   Modern-day Stein Lane (or, to older residents, Steins's Lane) separated the house from the 
barn. The Lane featured rows of walnut trees, four of which exist today. The home and barn were 
separated by the plan to develop Linntown in the 1930s known as the Harrison addition. 
4 See also Union County Planning Commission, Historic Site Survey, 1976, p 167 for photo and 
background.  Also listed as Stein-Muffly-Loughead-Candland historical site in an undated report, 
"Cultivating Community---historical and cultural resources" report to Union County 
Commissioners. 
5 The beams are all original except those in the present-day living room, this the first floor of the 
old house, which were cantilevered in place during the reconstruction done by Margaret and John 
(Jack) Loughead in the 1950s.  The beams in the new kitchen were taken from a barn undergoing 
deconstruction by Charles (Chip) Cower, who, with his father, Charlie, built the addition in 2000. 
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event, there is no evidence that the deed holders lived on the land or, perhaps, 
ever saw it. 
 The second period dates from 1805 to the 1930s when the property was 
owned, in turn, by two long-time Lewisburg families, the Wilsons and Camerons. 
In the early 1930s through early 1960s the property was owned by the Muffly and 
Loughead families who used it both as office and residence.  After a brief 
residency by the Purnells, the property has been the Candland family home. 
 

Construction and Murky History, c. 1774 to the 1830s 

 Any possible reconstruction of the history of the home relies on the lack of 
clear evidence.  We know that the first mention of ownership of the land was in 
1774 to a Philadelphia resident who seems never to have lived on the property; 
then sections were sold off to another Philadelphian who likewise offers no 
evidence of having lived on the property.  The first clear evidence of a two-story, 
four-room cabin is from 1796.  (An oval, wood, plaque of recent design is placed 
on the exterior second floor citing 1792, but the evidence for this date and the 
origin of the sign are unknown.) 
 The presumptions regarding the 18th century date are based on the 
assumption that the cabin mentioned in the tax rolls and deeds is what we know 
as 125 Stein Lane.  But there is one corroborating piece of evidence:  During 
reconstruction carried out in the 1980s, a portion of the house was exposed 
revealing a beam in which '1796' had been carved.  (Before boarding up we placed 
in the area a time capsule, a tennis-ball can with timely documents.) 
 

A Tenant Farm, 1830-1930s. 
 The family names of Wilson and Cameron appear and re-appear as owners 
throughout the century between 1830 and the 1930s in which the property was a 
farm.  There is no evidence that members of either the Wilsons or the Camerons 
actually lived on the property, leading to the supposition that the property was a 
tenant farm.  
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       The people depicted may be the Stein family in this 1860s-70s photograph 
 
 The Stein family, who never owned the property, nonetheless gave the 
property its address, because the lane between house and barn is called Stein 
Lane.  The lane is the longest road in the county.  A photograph from around 
1860-1870 shows mature apple trees, and the tax rolls mention cows and horses. 
 In the 1930s, the home had become derelict, but was restored by both the 
Muffly and Loughead families.  In addition to adding modern electricity and  

                               
                              Holiday card from the Muffly family. 1947 
 
plumbing, we are told that the green paint that once modernized the woodwork 
was removed, leaving the gleam of the original wood.  A significant change in the 
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property that will confuse anyone trying to re-imagine the original design was the 
removal, at an uncertain date, of the western fireplaces.  The chimney is cut off at 
the attic, allowing a stairway from the second floor to the attic and a formal 
stairway from the first to second floor.  
 Mrs. Sally Smith, now 96 years of age and living in Lewisburg, graciously 
spent time with us describing the house as she knew it during her twenty-two  

                                                         
                                 Sally Smith, at the Muffly    
                                                     veterinary practice, 1957   
 
years of working as Dr. Muffly’s assistant and anesthesiologist.  She generously 
gave us photos taken during those years.  One shows the Muffly’s 1947 Christmas 
card which shows them in the living room in front of the fireplace: only 
decorations have changed.  Another shows the surrounding area as viewed from 
the house.  The landscape reveals no buildings other than the distant smoke stack 
of Pennsylvania House Furniture.  That area is now a mall. 
 
1930s to the Present 

 It is due to the families of Dr. Muffly, a veterinarian, and Dr. Loughead, an 
obstetrician, that the present home achieved its current livable condition.  Both 
used the garage, reconditioned, as waiting and examining rooms.  Indeed, almost 
any Lewisburg baby born in the late 50s and 60s had its 
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                Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Muffly in 125 Stein Lane living room, 1947. 
 

presence confirmed in that waiting room.  The handprints of the Loughead 
children grace the cement pathway that once encircled the property so the 
Lougheads' children could ride their tricycles. The magnificent tree house that 
encircled the red oak, also build by the Lougheads, has finished its tour of duty, 
alas. 

We who moved in with our three sons in 1968 converted the waiting room 
to a playroom and used the small surgery rooms as bedrooms for the children.  In 
addition to both exterior and interior maintenance and landscaping, we 
reconstructed the north porch so that it matches the porch as shown in the mid-
19th century photograph adding a railing on the first floor matching that already 
on the second.  We also added a 20 x 30-foot living space with kitchen, dining 
area, fireplace, and a sitting and entertainment area. 
 

Our thanks to Margaret Loughead, the late John (Jack) Loughead, and to Sally Smith for sharing their 
recollections and to Sally Smith for several of the photographs illustrating this essay. 

Appendix  
 A history of 125 Stein Lane was assembled by Douglas Candland and dated August 1979. 
 Sources consulted were deeds and tax rolls found in the Union and Northumberland County 
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Courthouses.  Note that these records were incomplete, folios inserted in the wrong years, and 
sometimes with information redacted.  
 
16 Dec. 1774 Land deeded (by whom?) to David Kennedy of Philadelphia.  Patent   
  Book AA, v.15, p. 528. 
 
1780  David Kennedy listed as owning 300 acres.  (Northumberland    
  County tax roll.)  Portions if not all of the remaining 2,400 acres    
  deeded to Abel Reese at intervals through 1805 according to 1805   
  below.  Kennedy paid no taxes and is listed as a nonresident.6  
 
1793  Abel Reese is taxed on 135 acres and one still. 
 
1794  Taxed on one still. 
 
1795  Daniel Reese listed as owner of 130 acres. 
 
1796-1798 "Cabin" listed as belonging to Daniel and his brother, Thomas.    
  1796.  First mention of cabin on property. 
 
1799  Mention of cabin 
 
1802  Mention of cabin and barn 
 
1803  Listed as 103 acres (130 is stated in several places     
  elsewhere) 
 
1805  No further mention of Daniel 
 
1805   Deeded by Kennedy to Wilson (Northumberland County, A108).    
  There is evidence during this period of two sheriff sales and an    
  additional foreclosing in 1800. 
 
1805  Kennedy dies in Philadelphia.  His widow (his 'relic' according to    
  the deed) deeds property to Hugh Wilson.  Property consists of 130   
  acres, a log house and barn (Northumberland County tax rolls,    
  1814, p. 58.)  
 
1815  Hugh Wilson became judge of the county in 1815.  He owned two    
  farms, of which this is one. 
 
1823  A stable is mentioned as on the property. 
 
1814-1938 Property used as a farm and remained in the Wilson family until    
  sold to the Camerons.  William Wilson to Frances Wilson May 7,    
  1848, for $5,200 (Union County Courthouse, p. 731); Frances    
  Wilson to Joseph Bucher and John Smith 7 June, 1866 for $3750,   
  Pages S 396-398; Joseph Bucher to William Cameron June 9, 1875   
                                            
6 An essential question is whether the present house and property is, in fact, that listed on the 
early deeds and tax rolls.  From 1815 forward, the descriptions match.  With the outline of the 
Harrison addition, they are exact. Nonetheless, the question remains as to how to determine if the 
19th Century deeds match the present.  These deeds used perches as measures, a tree as a starting 
point, and a brook as a boundary.  (The brook is still here but it is covered by the paving of Stein 
Lane, as can be confirmed from time to time by the flooding that occurs at Stein Lane and 
Washington Avenue. 
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  for $4,500 p. 309.  Tenants are listed as living on property for most   
  years.  This would explain the lack of mention of the Stein family    
  with whom the house is associated because of local references to    
  Stein's Lane, the lane separated house from barn. 
 
1932  William Cameron left the property to his daughter, Jane.   She    
  married Frances Harrison, thus becoming Mrs. Jane Harrison.     
  This became the Harrison Addition (v 63, 409 Union County    
  Courthouse).  (Harrison St. is not named for either President    
  William Henry Harrison or President Benjamin      
  Harrison, as many assume because of the use of presidential    
  names elsewhere in the Addition.  It was named by and for Jane    
  and her husband.) 
 
1938  Dr. J. A. Muffly and wife purchased lots on the Harrison Addition   
  on March 8, 1938 for $2,650 (Lots 66, 67, and 68 and on May 4,    
  1939 purchased Lots 69, 70, and 71 for $1.00.)   
 
1959  Dr. Muffly used the property as his veterinarian surgery.  He and    
  his wife sold the property to John and Margaret Loughead on    
  November 27, 1959 for $25,000.  The property was used as Dr.    
  Loughead's home, office, and surgery.  The Lougheads undertook   
  significant restoration and improvement of the property. 
 
1966  The Lougheads sold the property to Karl Purnell and wife Jane    
  Burnreuder on April 29, 1966 for $41,500.  The property was    
  purchased from them for $45,000 by the present owners and    
  occupants, Douglas and Mary Candland.  They moved in with their   
  children on November 9, 1968, election-day.  
 
 
 
 

                 !  ACCOUNTS  ! 
 
 

ACCOUNTS of Union County History  
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